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Abstract
A new class of connected digraphs is introduced | the class of quasi-initially connected di-
graphs. They are enumerated in the labelled case. Using the apparatus developed for labelled
quasi-initially connected digraphs respective results for other classes of labelled connected di-
graphs were obtained. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the literature, for example, in [1], several classes of connected digraphs are de-
ned. A digraph is weakly connected if ignoring all orientations of its arcs we get a
connected multigraph. A digraph is strongly connected if every two of its points are
mutually reachable (point v is reachable from point u if there exists a directed path
from point u to point v). A digraph is unilaterally connected if for any two of its
points at least one is reachable from the other. In an initially connected digraph there
is a point (at least one) called a source, from which every point is reachable. Simi-
larly, a digraph is nally connected if there exists a point (at least one) called a sink
which is reachable from every point. The class of initially{nally connected digraphs
is naturally dened, too, namely, as a class of digraphs with at least one source and
one sink. In the literature the term ‘digraph with a source (sink)’ is also used instead
of the term ‘initially (nally) connected digraph’, we can also say ‘a digraph with a
source and a sink’ instead of ‘an initially{nally connected digraph’. Here we follow
the notation of Liskovec (for example [6]).
In his list of unsolved graph enumeration problems Harary [1] mentioned the prob-
lems of enumerating the above-dened classes of connected digraphs with n points,
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both for labelled and unlabelled digraphs. Note that Harary did not mention (we do not
know why) certain results of Liskovec referring to these classes. Liskovec [3] counted
labelled strongly connected digraphs, and his formulas were simplied by Wright [11].
The cases of unlabelled strongly connected digraphs and unlabelled rooted digraphs
with a source were also solved by Liskovec [4{7]. In [8] Robinson gave a combinatorial
proof of the formulas of Wright and counted labelled initially and unilaterally connected
digraphs. In his research announcement Robinson [9] outlined a method of counting the
class of all unlabelled strongly connected, initially and unilaterally connected digraphs
with n points.
In [2,10] the problem of counting labelled initially{nally connected digraphs is
solved.
Here we introduce the class of quasi-initially connected digraphs | the class of
digraphs G = (V; E) having a point (a quasi-source) u 2 V such that for every point
v 2 V it is satised that u is reachable from v or v is reachable from u. This kind of
connectedness is a new natural generalization of the notion of strong connectedness.
Let us denote by W; S; U; I; F; IF(=I \ F) and QI the classes of labelled weakly,
strongly, unilaterally, initially, nally, initially{nally and quasi-initially connected di-
graphs with n points. The diagram shows the interrelationship between these classes
(here ! denotes the relation of inclusion . For n>3 we can take  instead of ).
Here we enumerate labelled quasi-initially connected digraphs. Using the apparatus
developed for these digraphs we give formulas for calculating the cardinalities of all
the above-mentioned classes depending on the number of points n. Liskovec’s result
related to the class of labelled strongly connected digraphs was obtained as a special
case. The formula for labelled weakly connected digraphs can be found, for example,
in [1,3].
With the obtained recurrence formulas we calculated on the computer the cardinali-
ties of the above-mentioned classes of labelled connected digraphs (and also with the
xed number of arcs) for n630. The corresponding tables for labelled quasi-initially
connected digraphs are given at the end of the paper.
2. The main notions and auxiliary results
In what follows, all digraphs will be labelled digraphs, if not stated otherwise.
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Let G0;G1; : : : ;Gn be nite classes of digraphs. We say that G0 is of the type
fG1;G2; : : : ;Gng if:
(1) every digraph G0 from G0 can be represented in the form G1[G2[  [Gn, where
Gi 2 Gi for each i = 1; : : : ; n;
(2) for each collection of digraphs Gi 2 Gi, i=1; : : : ; n, the digraph G1 [G2 [    [Gn
belongs to the class G0;
(3) for two dierent collections of digraphs, Gi 2 Gi and G0i 2 Gi, i = 1; : : : ; n, the
digraphs G1 [ G2 [    [ Gn and G01 [ G02 [    [ G0n are dierent.
(Here the operation [ is dened in such a way that for every two digraphs G1=(V1; E1)
and G2 = (V2; E2) the digraph G1 [G2 is a digraph with the set of points V1 [ V2 and
the set of the arcs E1 [ E2). Then it is clear that
jG0j= jG1j  jG2j      jGnj:
Let us denote by On the empty digraph of the order n (without arcs and with n
points). We denote by Bm;n the class of all bipartite digraphs whose parts contain m
and n points, respectively, and whose arcs can only have beginning in the rst and
end in the second part. Let us designate by Dn the class of all digraphs with n points.
By N0 we mean the set of all non-negative integers.
Let G = (V; E) be a digraph, and U;W V . Denote by Rch(U;W ;G) the set of
all v 2 W for which there exists at least one u 2 U such that in the digraph G
there exists a directed path from u to v, i.e., point v is reachable from point u or,
which is the same, point u is antireachable from point v. Let us assume here that
U \W Rch(U;W ;G) (the paths of the length 0 are also taken into account). Also,
designate by Rch(U;W ;G) the set of all points from W antireachable from some point
from U . Next, let V1 be a subset of V . Then, designate E(V1; G) = (V1  V1) \ E.
If it is clear from the context what graph is meant, then instead of E(V1; G) we
write E(V1).
Let disjoint sets V1 and V2 be given, where jV1j=m and jV2j=n; m 2 N, n 2 N0. Let
G=(V; E), where V =V1 [V2, be a digraph such that E(V1)= ;, Rch(V1; V2;G)=V2,
and (V2V1)\E=;. We denote the set of all such digraphs by V1 (V2); if it is clear
from the context which sets V1 and V2 are meant, then instead of V1 (V2) we use the
notation m(n). It is clear that the number of elements in V1 (V2) does not depend on
the sets V1 and V2, but only on their cardinalities. We denote m(n) = jm(n)j.
Lemma 1. The recurrence formula
m(n) = 2n(n+m−1) −
n−1X
k=0
Ckn 2
(n−k)(n−1) m(k);
with the initial condition m(0) = 1; holds for every m 2 N.
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Proof. Let us x sets V1 and V2, where jV1j=m and jV2j=n, such that V1\V2=;; m 2
N, n 2 N. Let ~m(n) be the set of all digraphs G=(V; E), where V =V1[V2, such that
E(V1)=; and (V2V1)\E=;. Denote ~m(n)=j ~m(n)j. Also, let V3(G)=Rch(V1; V2;G)
for G 2 ~m(n). Denoted by ~m(n; k), 06k6n − 1, the class of all G 2 ~m(n) such
that jV3(G)j= k, and let ~m(n; k) = j ~m(n; k)j. Then
m(n) = ~m(n)−
n−1X
k=0
~m(n; k): (1)
Let us show that
~m(n; k) = Ckn 2
(n−k)(n−1) m(k): (2)
If k = 0, we have that ~m(n; k) = 2n(n−1), and it is obvious that (2) holds. So, we
can suppose that k > 0. Let us x a set V3, V3V2, such that jV3j= k, 0<k6n− 1.
Let ~0 be the set of all digraphs G 2 ~m(n) such that V3(G) = V3, and let ~0 = j ~0j.
It is clear that ~m(n; k) = Ckn ~0. Let G = (V; E) be a digraph from ~0. Put E1(G) =
[(V2nV3)  V3] \ E. It is obvious that [V3  (V2nV3)] \ E = ;. It is easy to see that
the digraphs G1 = (V1 [V3;E(V1 [V3)), G2 = (V2nV3;E(V2nV3)) and G3 = (V2; E1(G))
are from the classes m(k), Dn−k and Bn−k;k , respectively. It is clear that class ~0 is
of the type fm(k);Dn−k ;Bn−k;kg. Then we have
~m(n; k) = Ckn ~0 = C
k
n m(k) 2
(n−k)(n−k−1) 2(n−k)k = Ckn 2
(n−k)(n−1) m(k):
Also, it is obvious that
~m(n) = 2n(n−1) 2mn = 2n(n+m−1);
therefore from (1) and (2) follows the statement of the lemma.
Let V1, V2 and V3 be pairwise disjoint sets, where jV1j= k, jV2j= m and jV3j= n;
k 2 N, n 2 N, m 2 N0. Let V1 ;V3 (V2) be a class of all digraphs G = (V; E), where
V =V1[V2[V3, such that E(V1)=E(V3)=;, every point from the set V2 is reachable
from some point from the set V1 and antireachable from some point from the set V3,
and [(V2 [ V3) V1] \ E = (V3  V2) \ E = (V1  V3) \ E = ;. If it is clear from the
context what sets V1, V2 and V3 are meant, then instead of the notation V1 ;V3 (V2) we
use the notation k;n(m). It is clear that the number of elements of the set V1 ;V3 (V2)
depends only on the cardinalities of the sets V1, V2 and V3. Therefore we denote
k;n(m) = jk;n(m)j.
Lemma 2. The recurrence formula
k;n(m) = k(m) 2mn −
m−1X
i=0
Cim k+i(m− i) k;n(i);
with the initial condition k;n(0) = 1; holds for every k; n 2 N.
Proof. Let us x pairwise disjoint nite sets V1, V2 and V3, where jV1j= k, jV2j=m,
and jV3j = n for some k; m; n 2 N. We denote by ~k;n(m) the set of all digraphs
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G=(V; E), where V =V1 [V2 [V3, such that E(V1)=E(V3)= ;, V2 =Rch(V1; V2;G),
and [(V2[V3)V1]\E=(V3V2)\E=(V1V3)\E=;. Also let V02(G)=Rch(V3; V2;G)
for every G 2 ~k;n(m). We denote by ~k;n(m; i), 06i6m − 1, the class of all G 2
~k;n(m) such that jV02(G)j= i. It is clear that j ~k;n(m)j= k(m) 2mn. Then
k;n(m) = j ~k;n(m)j −
m−1X
i=0
j ~k;n(m; i)j= k(m) 2mn −
m−1X
i=0
j ~k;n(m; i)j: (3)
Let us calculate the number j ~k;n(m; i)j. Let V 02 be a subset of V2 such that jV 02j= i.
Let ~1 be the set of all digraphs G 2 ~k;n(m) such that V02(G)=V 02, and let ~1=j ~1j. It
is clear that j ~k;n(m; i)j=Cim ~1. Let G=(V; E) be a digraph from the set ~1. It is clear
that [(V2nV 02)V 02]\E=;. Let us consider the digraphs ~G=(V1[V2;E(V1[V2)nE(V1[V 02))
and G^=(V1[V 02[V3;E(V1[V 02[V3)). It is obvious that the digraphs ~G and G^ belong
to classes k+i(m− i) and k;n(i), respectively, and that the class of digraphs ~1 is of
the type fk+i(m− i); k;n(i)g. It means that j ~k;n(m; i)j=Cimk+i(m− i) k;n(i). Then
the statement of the lemma follows from (3).
3. Strongly, initially, initially{nally and unilaterally connected digraphs
The classes of strongly, initially and unilaterally connected digraphs were already
enumerated (see, for example, [3,8,11]). For the sake of completeness, we give the
formulas for counting them. Here they are obtained using the numbers m(n) and
k;n(m). Certainly, the formulas can be improved as it is pointed out in the Introduction.
The class of initially{nally connected digraphs was enumerated in [2] and [10].
Let G=(V; E) be a digraph. We say that G is an initially connected digraph if there
is u 2 V such that Rch(fug; V ;G)=V ; such point u is called a source. We say that G
is a strongly connected digraph if for every (u; v) 2 V 2 there is a directed path in G
from u to v, that is, all the points in the digraph are sources. We denote by ~I(n) the
class of all initially connected digraphs with n points and with a xed source, and let
~(n) = j ~I(n)j. Also denote by S(n) the class of all strongly connected digraphs with n
points, and let s(n)= jS(n)j. From the above, it is easy to see that ~(n)=2n−1 1(n−1),
that is, the recurrence formula
~(n) = 2n(n−1) −
n−1X
j=1
Cj−1n−1 2
(n−j)(n−1) ~(j); n> 1; (4)
holds, with the initial condition ~(1) = 1.
From the above given lemmas and from (4) immediately follows the result for the
class of strongly connected digraphs, which was rst proved in [3].
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Theorem 1. For the number s(n) of strongly connected digraphs with n points the
following recurrence formula:
s(n) = ~(n)−
n−1X
j=1
Cj−1n−1j(n− j)s(j); n> 1;
holds; with the initial condition s(1) = 1.
Proof. Let us x a set V , jV j= n, and let v 2 V . Let G be a digraph from S(n), with
V as the set of its points. Replace v by two new points v1 and v2, where v1; v2 62 V .
All the arcs in G that went out from point v now go out from point v1, and all the arcs
that entered point v, now enter point v2. There are no other arcs incident with points
v1 and v2. Thus, we have obtained a graph which belongs to the class 1;1(n− 1). In
this way, as it is easy to see, we can dene a bijection between the classes S(n) and
1;1(n− 1), so that s(n) = 1;1(n− 1). By Lemma 2 we have
1;1(n− 1) = 2n−11(n− 1)−
n−2X
i=0
Cin−1i+1(n− i − 1)1;1(i):
Using the relation ~(n) = 2n−11(n− 1) we get the statement of the theorem.
Let G = (V; E) be a digraph, and 16l6jV j. We say that G is l-initially (l-nally)
connected if:
(1) there exists V1V , jV1j= l, such that for every v 2 V and for every u 2 V1 there
is a directed path in G from u to v (a path from v to u), that is Rch(fug; V ;G)=V
(Rch(fug; V ;G) = V ) for every u 2 V1;
(2) there does not exist a subset of V which has more than l elements and has a
property of the set V1 from (1).
We call the points from the set V1 sources (sinks). In other words, the digraph G is
l-initially (l-nally) connected if it has exactly l sources (sinks). We denote the class
of all l-initially (l-nally) connected digraphs with n points by Il(n) (Fl(n)). Digraphs
with n points which contain at least one source (sink) constitute class I(n) (F(n)) of
all initially (nally) connected digraphs. Let us also consider the class IFk; l(n), where
k 2N, l2N, and k+ l6n, of all digraphs with n points, which have exactly k sources
and exactly l sinks. It is clear that if the intersection of the set of all sources and
of the set of all sinks in a digraph is not empty, then it is strongly connected. We
denote by IF(n) the class of all digraphs with n points which have at least one source
and at least one sink. Let il(n) = jIl(n)j, i(n) = jI(n)j, fl(n) = jFl(n)j, f(n) = jF(n)j,
if k; l(n) = jIFk; l(n)j and if (n) = jIF(n)j. It is obvious that
i(n) =
nX
j=1
ij(n); f(n) =
nX
j=1
fj(n); if (n) = s(n) +
n−1X
i=1
n−iX
j=1
if i; j(n):
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Let
i; j(k) =
(
2iji; j(k); k 6= 0;
2ij − 1; k = 0;
for i 2 N, j 2 N, k 2 N0. The following statement holds [2].
Theorem 2. For the number ik(n) (fk(n)) of k-initially (k-nally) connected digraphs
with n points and the number if k; l(n) of initially{nally connected digraphs with n
points which have exactly k sources and exactly l sinks; the following formulas hold:
ik(n) = fk(n) = Cknk(n− k)s(k) (k6n);
if k; l(n) = C
k
nC
l
n−ks(k)s(l) k;l(n− k − l) (k + l6n):
We say that a digraph G = (V; E) is unilaterally connected if for every (u; v) 2 V 2
there exists in G a path from u to v or a path from v to u. For v 2 V , let us denote
by G − v a digraph which is obtained from the digraph G when all the arcs incident
with the point v as well as the point v itself are removed. Consider the condensation
G = (V ; E) of the digraph G = (V; E): the set V  is the set of all components
of strong connectedness of the digraph G, and (u; v) 2 E, where u; v 2V , i
there exists u0 2 u and v0 2 v such that (u0; v0) 2 E (here, the component of strong
connectedness which contains v is denoted by v). Let us dene an ordering 6 on the
set V  in such a way that u6v i u is reachable in G from the point v. It is
easy to prove the following statement.
Lemma 3. Let G=(V; E) be a unilaterally connected digraph. Then the condensation
G is also a unilaterally connected digraph; and the pair (G;6) is a linearly ordered
set.
It follows from the lemma that in (G;6) there exist the maximum and the minimum
element; denote them by vmax and v

min, respectively. It is clear that the components of
strong connectedness determined by the points vmax and v

min of the condensation G

consist, respectively, of the set of all sources and the set of all sinks of the digraph
G. Denote by U(n) the class of all unilaterally connected digraphs with n points, and
let u(n) = jU(n)j. From the above it is clear that U(n) IF(n). Then it is clear that
the following statement holds.
Lemma 4. If G=(V; E) is a unilaterally connected digraph then the digraph G−vmax
is also unilaterally connected.
Denote by U(n; k) the class of all G 2 U(n) for which jvmaxj = k, and let
u(n; k)= jU(n; k)j. By Lemmas 3 and 4 it is easy to prove that the following statement
holds.
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Theorem 3. The numbers u(n; k) and u(n) can be calculated by the following
formulas:
u(n; n) = s(n);
u(n; k) = Ckn s(k)
n−kX
j=1
2k(n−k−j)(2kj − 1)u(n− k; j); k = 1; : : : ; n− 1;
u(n) =
nX
i=1
u(n; i):
4. Quasi-initially connected digraphs
Let a digraph G = (V; E) be given. We say that the point v 2 V is a quasi-source
of the digraph G if for every u 2 V there is a directed path in G from u to v or
a directed path from v to u. Let us call a digraph with at least one quasi-source, a
quasi-initially connected digraph. Denote by QI(n) the set of all digraphs with n points
with a quasi-source, and let q(n) = jQI(n)j. It is obvious that the following statement
is valid.
Lemma 5. The condensation G = (V ; E) of a quasi-initially connected digraph
G = (V; E) is a quasi-initially connected digraph; too. Also; if the point v 2V  con-
tains a quasi-source of the digraph G; then v is a quasi-source of the digraph G.
Denote by V qc the set of all quasi-sources of the digraph G
. It is clear that for
every pair of elements u; v 2 V qc only one of the following two possibilities in G
takes place: either u is reachable from v or v is reachable from u. If now we
introduce an ordering 6 on V qc in such a way that v
6u i v is reachable in G
from u, then we get a linearly ordered set. Denote the maximum element in this set
by ~vmax. Consider now in G the sets: W0(G)= ~v

max, W1(G)=Rch( ~v

max; V ;G)n~vmax and
W2(G)=Rch( ~vmax; V ;G)n~vmax: It is clear that these sets dene a partition of the set V .
Denote by 
(n; i; j), where i 2 N and j 2 N0, the set of all digraphs G 2 QI(n) with a
xed set of points V , jV j=n, for which W0(G)=V1 and W2(G)=V2, where V1 and V2
are xed subsets of the set V such that jV1j= i and jV2j= j. Let !(n; i; j)= j
(n; i; j)j.
It can be easily seen that the following statement holds.
Lemma 6. q(n) =
Pn
i=1
Pn−i
j=0 C
i
nC
j
n−i!(n; i; j):
Let G = (V; E) be a digraph, and let V1; V2V . We say that V1 cover (anticover)
V2 if Rch(V1; V2;G) = V2 (Rch(V1; V2;G) = V2).
Denote by A(n; i), 16i6n, the set of all digraphs G with a xed set of points V ,
jV j = n, and with a xed component of strong connectedness V1V , jV1j = i, such
that V1 anticovers V and the digraph (V nV1;E(V nV1; G)) has no quasi-source. Let
(n; i) = jA(n; i)j. It should be mentioned that if above we had taken the word ‘cover’
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instead of the word ‘anticover’, then the respective set of digraphs would have had the
same number of elements. By the denition it follows that (n; n) = s(n).
Lemma 7. !(n; i; j) = 2j(n−i−j)i(n− i − j)(i + j; i).
Proof. Let G=(V; E) 2 
(n; i; j). If i+j=n, then it is clear that !(n; i; j)=(i+j; i)=
2j(n−i−j)i(n− i− j)(i+ j; i). So we can suppose that i+ j<n. Denote W0 =W0(G),
W1 =W1(G) and W2 =W2(G). Consider digraphs G1 = (W0[W1; E(W0[W1)nE(W0)),
G2 =(W2[W0; E(W2[W0)) and G3 =(W2[W1; E1), where E1 =E\ (W2W1). Let us
note that (W1W2)\E= ;. Now, it is clear that the graphs G1, G2 and G3 determine
a ‘complete partition’ of the given graph, and that G1 2 i(n− i− j), G2 2 A(i+ j; i)
(the set W2 does not contain a quasi-source), and G3 2 Bj;n−i−j. Therefore, the class

(n; i; j) is of the type fi(n − i − j); A(i + j; i);Bj;n−i−jg, and the statement of the
lemma holds.
Lemma 8. The recurrence formula
(n; i) = s(i) 
"
i(n− i)−
n−iX
j=1
n−i−jX
k=0
2k(n−j−k)Cjn−iC
k
n−i−j
 j; i(n− i − j − k)(j + k; j)
#
holds for i<n.
Proof. Denote by ~A(n; i; j; k), where i 2 N, j 2 N, k 2 N0, and i + j + k6n, a set of
all digraphs G with a xed set of points V , jV j = n, and with a xed component of
strong connectedness S(G)V , jS(G)j= i, which anticovers V , such that W0(G0)=V1
and W2(G0) = V2, where V1, jV1j = j, and V2, jV2j = k, are xed subsets of the set
V nS(G), and G0 = (V nS(G);E(V nS(G); G)). Let ~(n; i; j; k) = j ~A(n; i; j; k)j. Then
(n; i) = i(n− i)s(i)−
n−iX
j=1
n−i−jX
k=0
Cjn−iC
k
n−i−j ~(n; i; j; k): (5)
Let us calculate the number ~(n; i; j; k) in the following way. Let G = (V; E)2
~A(n; i; j; k). Consider digraphs
G1 = (W0(G0) [W1(G0) [ S(G); E(W0(G0) [W1(G0) [ S(G))n
(E(W0(G0)) [ E(S(G)) [ ((W0(G0) S(G)) \ E));
G2 = (W0(G0) [ S(G); (W0(G0) S(G)) \ E);
G3 = (W2(G0) [W0(G0); E(W2(G0) [W0(G0)));
G4 = (W2(G0) [W1(G0) [ S(G); E \ (W2(G0) (W1(G0) [ S(G)))):
Let us note that the bipartite digraph G2 has at least one arc if n − i − j − k = 0.
Because of that we denote by Bk
0
i0 ; j0 the class of bipartite digraphs which is equal to
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Table 1
The number of labelled quasi-initially connected digraphs with n620 points.
1 1
2 3
3 54
4 3804
5 1022320
6 1065957628
7 4389587378792
8 72020744942708040
9 4721708591209396542528
10 1237892622263984613044109216
11 1298060581376190776821670648395840
12 5444502288544932498714259047473170227136
13 91343781547401574768795568511533770338512309504
14 6129980884612502005750017845107663884214785746323655424
15 1645504465370701172677883867013033927131731093110732390752856576
16 1766847038450247923583877249842146257212554105075654307700045424
897736192
17 7588550330220333453713459250207249589921826430874330186190421002
342724365506895872
18 1303703023488131765170180143790283902751475373544072438144624732
44523281159685858277442097152
19 8958978966234180959977587966112081083664399559765825254884685047
029310352539309317286012618564219969536
20 2462625387095475368667673744644921043744901271764856999952813294
016280182551959190660544138026489496739973776039936
Bi0 ; j0 if k 0 6= 0, and equal to Bi0 ; j0nfOi0 ; j0g if k 0=0, where Oi0 ; j0 is a bipartite digraph
from the class Bi0 ; j0 which has not any arc. Now it is obvious that G2 2 Bn−i−j−kj; i .
Note that [W1(G0)  (W0(G0) [W2(G0))] \ E = ; and [S(G)  (W0(G0) [W1(G0) [
W2(G0))]\E=;: Also note that the set W2(G0) does not contain a single quasi-source of
the digraph G. The digraphs G1, G2, G3, G4 and S(G) dene a ‘complete partition’
of the digraph G, i.e. the class ~A(n; i; j; k) is of the type fj; i(n− i− j− k);Bn−i−j−kj; i ;
A(j + k; j);Bk;n−j−k ;S(i)g: Then we obtain
~(n; i; j; k) = 2k(n−j−k)s(i) j; i(n− i − j − k)(j + k; j): (6)
The proof of the lemma follows from equalities (5) and (6).
Let us sum up the results of Lemmas 6{8 into the main theorem.
Theorem 4. The number q(n) of all quasi-initially connected digraphs with n points
can be calculated by the formula
q(n) =
nX
i=1
n−iX
j=0
CinC
j
n−i2
j(n−i−j)i(n− i − j)(i + j; i);
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Table 2
The number of labelled quasi-initially connected digraphs with l arcs and with
n points, n65.
lnn 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0
2 1 12 0 0
3 20 104 0
4 15 426 1160
5 6 768 9184
6 1 920 32420
7 792 73000
8 495 123425
9 220 166860
10 66 184426
11 12 167900
12 1 125965
13 77520
14 38760
15 15504
16 4845
17 1140
18 190
19 20
20 1
 1 3 54 3804 1022320
where
(n; i) = s(i)
"
i(n− i)−
n−iX
j=1
n−i−jX
k=0
2k(n−j−k)Cjn−iC
k
n−i−j
 j; i(n− i − j − k)(j + k; j)
#
(i<n);
(n; n) = s(n):
5. Tables
Using the obtained recurrence formulas the cardinalities of all above-mentioned
classes of labelled connected digraphs with n points, n630, were calculated on a com-
puter. Here is given only the number of all labelled quasi-initially connected digraphs
with n points, n620 (Table 1).
From the above given formulas it is easy to obtain the formulas for labelled quasi-
initially connected digraphs with the xed number of arcs (Table 2).
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Table 3
The number of unlabelled quasi-initially connected di-
graphs with l arcs and with n points, n65.
lnn 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
2 1 3 0 0
3 4 7 0
4 4 21 18
5 1 37 90
6 1 47 309
7 38 661
8 27 1125
9 13 1477
10 5 1665
11 1 1489
12 1 1154
13 707
14 379
15 154
16 61
17 16
18 5
19 1
20 1
 1 2 13 197 9312
Table 3 gives the numbers of all unlabelled quasi-initially connected digraphs, which
are calculated by computer generative enumeration (the problem of their enumeration
has not been solved yet).
It is well known that s(n)  2n(n−1) [3], i.e. almost all labelled digraphs are strongly
connected. Then the above given asymptotic evaluation holds for labelled quasi-initially
connected digraphs, too. The class of quasi-initially connected digraphs is ‘very close’
to the class of weakly connected digraphs. For n = 4 there exist only two unlabelled
weakly connected digraphs that are not quasi-initially connected, and for n=5 | only
52. For comparision purposes, there are 116 unlabelled weakly connected digraphs with
4 points that are not strongly connected, and 4316 for n= 5.
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